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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

VICTORIA DIVISION 
 
In re:   §  Chapter 11 
  § 
HII TECHNOLOGIES, INC., et al.1 §  15-60070 (DRJ) 
 Debtors §  (Jointly Administered) 
 

DEBTORS’ MOTION TO APPROVE COMPROMISE 
 

THIS MOTION SEEKS AN ORDER THAT MAY ADVERSELY AFFECT YOU.  IF YOU 
OPPOSE THE MOTION, YOU SHOULD IMMEDIATELY CONTACT THE MOVING 
PARTY TO RESOLVE THE DISPUTE. IF YOU AND THE MOVING PARTY CANNOT 
AGREE, YOU MUST FILE A RESPONSE AND SEND A COPY TO THE MOVING 
PARTY.  YOU MUST FILE AND SERVE YOUR RESPONSE WITHIN 21 DAYS OF THE 
DATE THIS WAS SERVED ON YOU.  YOUR RESPONSE MUST STATE WHY THE 
MOTION SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED. IF YOU DO NOT FILE A TIMELY 
RESPONSE, THE RELIEF MAY BE GRANTED WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO 
YOU.  IF YOU OPPOSE THE MOTION AND HAVE NOT REACHED AN AGREEMENT, 
YOU MUST ATTEND THE HEARING. UNLESS THE PARTIES AGREE OTHERWISE, 
THE COURT MAY CONSIDER EVIDENCE AT THE HEARING AND MAY DECIDE 
THE MOTION AT THE HEARING. 

REPRESENTED PARTIES SHOULD ACT THROUGH THEIR ATTORNEY. 
 
A HEARING WILL BE HELD April 15, 2016 AT 2:00 P.M. AT 515 RUSK, COURTROOM 
400, HOUSTON, TEXAS.   

 

HII Technologies, Inc. (“HII”) and its subsidiaries, as debtors and debtors-in-possession 

in these chapter 11 cases (collectively, the “Debtors”), files this motion (the “9019 Motion”) to 

approve a compromise and settlement among (i) the Debtors; (ii) the Ad Hoc Committee of 

Unsecured Creditors of Debtor Apache Energy Services (the “Ad Hoc Group”); (iii) Brent 

Mulliniks; (iv) Billy Cox, Jr.; (v) Heartland Bank and McLarty Capital Partners SBIC, L.P. (the 

                                                            
1  The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, along with the last four digits of each Debtor’s tax identification number, 

are: (i) Apache Energy Services, LLC (4404); (ii) Aqua Handling of Texas, LLC (4480); (iii) HII Technologies, 
Inc. (3686); (iv) Sage Power Solutions, Inc. fka KMHVC, Inc. (1210); and (v) Hamilton Investment Group, Inc. 
(0150). 
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“DIP Lenders”); and (vi) the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors of HII Technologies, 

Inc. (the “Committee”).  In support of the 9019 Motion, the Debtors respectfully state as follows: 

Summary 

1. For the past two months, the disputes between Mulliniks, Cox, and the Ad Hoc 

Group, on one side, and the Debtors, Committee, DIP Lenders, and the Office of the United 

States Trustee, on the other side, have been the last significant obstacle to plan confirmation and 

a massive expenditure of these Debtors’ estates’ resources.  After informal attempts to 

compromise the parties’ disputes failed, the parties jointly requested mediation before Judge 

Isgur.  The mediation was successfully conducted, and the parties have reached a global 

settlement of their disputes as memorialized under the Mediated Settlement Agreement, which is 

attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

2. Counsel for the Debtors have discussed the settlement with counsel for the United 

States Trustee, and the United States Trustee is not opposed to the settlement. 

3. The Debtors request a hearing on approval of the 9019 Motion to be set for the 

same date as the plan confirmation, currently scheduled for April 15, 2016. 

Jurisdiction and Venue 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over this 9019 Motion pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 157 

and 1334. Venue of the Debtors’ chapter 11 cases (the “Chapter 11 Cases”) in this district is 

proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409. This is a core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 157(b). 

5. The statutory predicate for the relief sought is Rule 9019 of the Federal Rules of 

Bankruptcy Procedure. 
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Background 

6. On September 18, 2015 (the “Petition Date”), the Debtors each filed a voluntary 

petition for relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, with the United States Bankruptcy 

Court for the Southern District of Texas, Victoria Division (the “Bankruptcy Court”). 

7. This Court approved the Debtors’ motion requesting joint administration of these 

chapter 11 cases pursuant to Rule 1015(b) of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure (the 

“Bankruptcy Rules”) on September 21, 2015 [Dkt. No. 18]. 

8. On September 29, 2015, the United States Trustee for the Southern District of 

Texas filed the Notice of the Appointment of Committee of Unsecured Creditors (the 

“Committee”) in these bankruptcy cases [Dkt. No. 69]. 

9. The Debtors continue to administer their assets as debtors-in-possession pursuant 

to sections 1107 and 1108 of the Bankruptcy Code.   

Summary of the Dispute 

10. Mulliniks, Cox, and the Ad Hoc Group (of which Mulliniks and Cox are 

members) have vigorously opposed the Debtors’ efforts in these cases.  The Ad Hoc Group filed 

numerous documents seeking or opposing relief, including, as an example, at least the following 

outstanding motions: (i) Motion Pursuant to Bankruptcy Rules 9023 and 7052(B) to Alter or 

Amend Judgment or to Amend Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in Connection with 

Final Order Authorizing Post-Petition Financing (Dkt. No. 201); (ii) Expedited Amended Motion 

of the Ad Hoc Committee of Unsecured Creditors of Apache Energy Services, Inc., to Appoint 

Trustee (Dkt No. 222); (iii) Expedited Motion of the Ad Hoc Committee of Unsecured Creditors 

of Apache Energy Services, LLC, to Terminate Exclusivity Period for Filing Plan of 

Reorganization (Dkt. No. 223); (iv) Expedited Motion to Extend 90 Day Challenge Deadline 
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(Dkt. No. 280); (v) Expedited Motion to Appoint Official Creditors’ Committee for Debtor 

Apache Energy Services Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 1102(b)(2) (Dkt. No. 287).  

11. Much of the relief sought by the Ad Hoc Group in these motions would have 

constituted a default under the Final Order Approving the Debtors’ Emergency Motion for Entry 

of Interim and Final Orders (A) Authorizing Postpetition Financing; (B) Authorizing Use of 

Cash Collateral; and (C) Granting Adequate Protection to the Dip Lenders (Dkt. No. 149) (the 

“Final DIP Order”). 

12. The DIP Lenders are the proposed sponsors of the only chapter 11 plan that the 

Debtors believe to be currently viable. After the Ad Hoc Group began pursuing a modified Final 

DIP Order and made a request to sue the DIP Lenders, the plan supporters (unsurprisingly) 

decided not to support a plan until they know whether they will be sued and whether the DIP 

Order remains unchanged.  The DIP Lenders have openly conceded that, absent a compromise, 

the expenditure of estate funds in combating the Ad Hoc Group makes reorganization 

uneconomic, leaving them with a foreclosure and liquidation.  The disputes with the Ad Hoc 

Group required immediate resolution or the entire plan process would have been jeopardized.  

13. The Ad Hoc Group’s pending motions were set for hearing on January 7, 2016, 

but were not resolved on that day.  Subsequent to the January 7, 2016 hearing, all parties 

involved desired an economically viable settlement by mediation.  The Debtors filed an 

Unopposed Emergency Motion for Mediation Order Under 28 U.S.C. § 652, et seq. AND DLR 

16.4 (Dkt. No. 330).  The Court ordered the parties to mediation and, though initially in doubt, 

the mediation was ultimately successful, resulting in the Mediated Settlement Agreement 

discussed in further detail below. 
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Terms of the Compromise 

14. The Debtors, the DIP Lenders, the Committee, Mulliniks, Cox, and the Ad Hoc 

Group have reached an agreement, subject to this Court’s approval, to resolve their disputes.  A 

true and correct copy of the Mediated Settlement Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A and 

incorporated herein by reference. 

15. The terms of the compromise are as follows:2 

a. Not later than 10 business days after the entry of a final and non-
appealable order approving the motion to compromise, the Estates3 will 
pay $100,000.00 to Brent Mulliniks and Billy Cox Jr., jointly and 
severally, c/o their attorney Leonard Simon.  The $100,000 will come 
from 1) $50,000 released from the sales proceeds previously escrowed for 
the name “Apache” and the order approving the Motion to Compromise 
will constitute a permanent adjudication of all rights to the name as 
collateral, and 2) $50,000 funded from the Chapter 11 Estates as an 
administrative expense which, if sufficient funds are not available from 
the Chapter 11 Estates at the time the Motion to Compromise is approved, 
the DIP Lenders will fund as an additional advance on the DIP Loan. 

 
b. Each party to the Mediated Settlement Agreement agrees that it will only 

support confirmation of a chapter 11 plan for the Chapter 11 Estates that 
includes the following provisions: 

 
i. As part of the Chapter 11 plan, Brent Mulliniks and Billy Cox, Jr. 

shall be allowed priority Claims (as defined in the Bankruptcy 
Code) against the Chapter 11 Estates totaling, collectively, 
$150,000, with such Claim of Brent Mulliniks totaling $75,000.00, 
individually, and such Claim of Billy Cox, Jr. totaling $75,000.00, 
individually (the “Priority Claims”). The Priority Claims shall be 
placed in a separate class under the Chapter 11 plan and shall only 
be enforceable against the Chapter 11 Estates through a confirmed 
Chapter 11 plan and shall entitle the holders of the Priority Claims 
to a beneficial interest in the litigation trust. Provided, however, no 
distribution shall be made on account of the Priority Claims until 
all of the Chapter 11 Estates’ claims against Brent Mulliniks and 
Billy Cox, Jr. have been fully resolved, through judgment, 

                                                            
2  To the extent the terms of the Motion and the Mediated Settlement Agreement are inconsistent, the terms of the 

Mediated Settlement Agreement control. 
3  All capitalized terms not defined in this Motion shall have the meaning set forth in the Mediated Settlement 

Agreement. 
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settlement, or otherwise. The trustee of the litigation trust will 
reserve the first $150,000 received by the litigation trust after 
payment of all Postpetition Obligations and advances to the 
litigation trust (but in no event to cumulatively exceed 
$500,000.00). Immediately after the final resolution (whether by 
way of settlement or entry of a final and non-appealable judgment) 
of all of the claims of the Chapter 11 Estates asserted against Billy 
Cox, Jr. and Brent Mulliniks by the litigation trust, the litigation 
trustee will distribute the $150,000 reserved for distribution on 
account of the Priority Claims to Billy Cox, Jr. and Brent 
Mulliniks in accordance with their respective Priority Claims, 
minus the amount of any final and non-appealable judgment 
obtained by the litigation trust against Billy Cox, Jr. and/or Brent 
Mulliniks, respectively, for which there are inadequate or no 
insurance proceeds available to pay such a judgment. Billy Cox 
Jr.'s and Brent Mulliniks’ right to a distribution on account of their 
Priority Claims is senior to the right of any other holder (but 
subject to an amount of up to $500,000.00 as described earlier in 
this subparagraph) of a beneficial interest in the litigation trust to 
receive distributions from the trust and is subject only to the offset 
for judgment(s) obtained against Billy Cox Jr. and Brent Mulliniks 
and settlement payments as described in this paragraph. The 
litigation trust will be vested with, and pending distribution of the 
$150,000.00 (subject to the offset above) will not divest itself of 
(but, of course, may retain contingency fee counsel on standard 
terms), all litigation rights of the Chapter 11 Estates, including 
without limitation all matters disclosed in the draft disclosure 
statement attached as Exhibit "A". Accordingly, collections from 
fraudulent conveyances, preferences, breach of fiduciary duty suits 
and all other matters will be placed into the litigation trust for 
distribution as set forth in this paragraph 4(a), and this obligation 
may offset, but not otherwise release or discharge, any causes of 
action of the litigation trust. 
 

ii. In addition to the parties to the Mediated Settlement Agreement, 
the plan will provide that reorganized debtor and the litigation trust 
will be bound by the terms of this Agreement. 

 
c. If a plan providing for these terms is not confirmed, then the parties may 

file successive plans, each of which implement the Mediated Settlement 
Agreement. Pending confirmation of a plan, the priority claims awarded to 
Billy Cox Jr. and Brent Mulliniks may not be enforced against the chapter 
11 Estate. 
 

d. If the bankruptcy case is converted to a case under Chapter 7 of the 
Bankruptcy Code prior to confirmation, the Mediated Settlement 
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Agreement will be ineffective for all purposes. If this case is converted to 
a case under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code after confirmation, Billy 
Cox, Jr. and Brent Mulliniks will have a priority claim entitled to a 
priority distribution from the chapter 7 estate with the same economic 
terms as set forth in the Mediated Settlement Agreement. The Chapter 7 
Trustee will be bound by all of the other terms of the Mediated Settlement 
Agreement, including without limitation the Limited Execution 
Agreement. 

 
e. Upon approval of the compromise and the receipt of the $100,000.00 

provided in paragraph 3 of this Mediated Settlement Agreement, the 
following events will occur without further action by any person: 

 
i. The Ad Hoc Committee of Unsecured Creditors of Debtor Apache 

Energy Services, Brent Mulliniks, Billy Cox Jr., and each of the 
Releasing Parties (as defined elsewhere in the Agreement) fully, 
completely, and irrevocably will have released (i) the Chapter 11 
Estates; (ii) the DIP Lenders (including their employees, directors, 
officers, and affiliates); (iii) the Committee and its individual 
members; and (iv) each of their attorneys, advisors, and agents 
from all Claims (as that term is defined in the Bankruptcy Code, 
and including all matters known and unknown, including all 
sanctions motions) arising from the beginning of time. Provided, 
this Release is not a release of the $150,000.00 Priority Claim set 
forth in the Agreement, which claim will survive in the manner and 
under the conditions set forth in this Mediated Settlement 
Agreement. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, this 
paragraph does not require any member of the Ad Hoc Committee 
other than Brent Mulliniks and Billy Cox Jr. to release their claims 
against the Chapter 11 Estates, nor are such persons released and 
their claims remain subject to appropriate objections, if any. 
 

ii. The Chapter 11 Estates, the DIP Lender, Heartland Bank, McLarty 
Capital Partners SBIC, LP, and the Committee will be irrevocably 
bound by the Limited Execution agreement set forth [below], as to 
all Claims (as that term is defined in the Bankruptcy Code, and 
including all matters known and unknown) arising from the 
beginning of time. 

 
iii. The Chapter 11 Estates, the DIP Lender, Heartland Bank, McLarty 

Capital Partners SBIC, LP, and the Committee fully, completely, 
and irrevocably will have released all Claims (as that term is 
defined in the Bankruptcy Code, and including all matters known 
and unknown, and including any sanctions motions) arising from 
the beginning of time against Kirk Kennedy, Leonard Simon, and 
their law firms. 
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iv. Upon approval of the motion to compromise, the Chapter 11 

Estates agree and stipulate that Brent Mulliniks and Billy Cox Jr. 
will have no future or further duty of non-competition or 
nonsolicitation (if any presently exists); provided that Brent 
Mulliniks and Billy Cox Jr. shall not compete with Enservco or 
HeatWaves Water Management LLC based on the HydroFlow 
distribution agreement conveyed by the Chapter 11 Estates. 

 
v. The Ad Hoc Committee, Brent Mulliniks, and Billy Cox Jr., 

withdraw all pending motions filed by them, with prejudice and do 
not oppose further actions by the Chapter 11 Estates (including 
without limitation seeking approval of a disclosure statement 
describing a plan, and confirmation of a plan, that incorporates the 
provisions of this Mediated Settlement Agreement, except to the 
extent (and only to the extent) that the relief sought by the Chapter 
11 Estates is contrary to this Agreement. 

 
f. The Releasing Parties are Hydrotech Solutions, Inc. and The Phoenix 

Group, LLC. 

g. The following events will be effective immediately, and without the 
requirement of Court approval: 

i. The Debtors will promptly file a plan and disclosure statement 
implementing the terms of this Mediated Settlement Agreement. 

ii. The Debtors will seek conditional approval of the disclosure 
statement and a confirmation hearing date to be concluded prior to 
April 30, 2016. 

iii. The parties will be bound to jointly request a hearing on the motion 
to compromise, with a hearing date to be not later than April 30, 
2016. 

iv. The parties, and each of their agents, officers, attorneys and 
persons acting in concert with them will be obligated to use their 
good faith efforts to obtain approval of the agreements reflected in 
this Mediated Settlement Agreement. 

h. The Limited Execution Agreement is defined as set forth in this paragraph. 
The collection of any final judgment or Claim against The Ad Hoc 
Committee of Unsecured Creditors of Debtor Apache Energy Services, 
Brent Mulliniks, Billy Cox Jr., and each of the Releasing Parties may be 
made solely from (i) proceeds of available insurance; and (ii) if there are 
inadequate or no insurance proceeds available to pay a final judgment, an 
offset against any distributions that may arise under paragraph 4(a) of this 
Agreement. In no event may any collection be made from (or an offset 
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asserted against) the payments due under paragraph 3 or from any other 
assets of Brent Mulliniks, Billy Cox Jr., or any of the Releasing Parties. 

i. Brent Mulliniks, Billy Cox Jr. and the Releasing Parties reserve the right 
fully to defend against any Claim that is asserted against them, and waive 
no rights to assert a full and complete defense, including, without 
limitation, the right to seek sanctions of claims arising under Rule 11 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 9011 of the Federal Rules of 
Bankruptcy Procedure, or equivalent sanctions under applicable state law, 
but only as to actions taken after approval of the motion to compromise. 
Provided, Brent Mulliniks, Billy Cox Jr. and the Releasing Parties may not 
assert counterclaims or offsets for matters that are released by this 
Agreement. 

j. The Debtor, the Committee or the DIP Lenders may withdraw from this 
Agreement at any time prior to March 14, 2016 at 5:00 pm.  If they do 
withdraw from this Agreement, then the Challenge Deadline will expire 
on March 31, 2016 and all abated matters will be automatically revived. If 
no withdrawal occurs by that date and time, then Brent Mulliniks will 
immediately resign from all Boards of Directors of the Debtors and their 
affiliates and will not serve as an officer of the Debtors or affiliates. 

k. If any member of the Ad Hoc Committee, acting individually or with a 
newly formed entity, opposes the approval or implementation of the 
Mediated Settlement Agreement in any pleading filed with the Bankruptcy 
Court, the Agreement may be terminated without notice 'by the DIP 
Lenders, the Debtor or the Committee. 

l. If any other person or entity opposes the approval of implementation of 
this Mediated Settlement Agreement, then all parties to the Mediated 
Settlement Agreement, their officers, agents and attorneys, will cooperate 
to defeat any such opposition; provided, if the motion to compromise is 
approved, then no termination of this Mediated Settlement Agreement 
may occur. 

Basis for Relief 

16. Bankruptcy Rule 9019(a) permits a bankruptcy court to approve a compromise or 

settlement.  The standard for the approval of a compromise under Bankruptcy Rule 9019(a) is 

well settled – the compromise must be “fair and equitable and in the best interest of the estate.”  

In re Cajun Elec. Power Coop., Inc., 119 F.3d 349, 355 (5th Cir. 1997).   

17. The United States Supreme Court has established the following factors for courts 

to weigh in determining the reasonableness of any compromise or settlement: 
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a. the probabilities of ultimate success should the dispute be litigated; 

b. an educated estimate of (i) the complexity, expense, and likely duration of 
the litigation, (ii) possible difficulties of collecting on any judgment that 
might be obtained, and (iii) all other factors relevant to a full and fair 
assessment of the wisdom of the proposed compromise; and 

c. the comparison of the terms of the settlement with the likely rewards of 
litigation. 

Protective Comm. For the Independent Stockholders of TMT Trailer Ferry, Inc. v. Anderson, 390 

U.S. 414, 424-25 (1968). 

18. While the Debtors are convinced they could, after expenditure of significant 

funds, defeat every motion brought by the Ad Hoc Group, that victory would be a Pyrrhic one.  

Litigating the disputes with Mulliniks, Cox, and the Ad Hoc Group would be expensive and time 

consuming.  Mulliniks, Cox, and the Ad Hoc Group have given every indication that they would 

continue to fight as long as possible (including through successive appeals).  The Debtors’ 

estates have dwindling resources, and fully litigating these disputes would jeopardize (indeed, 

almost certainly prevent) plan confirmation and would cost more than $300,000, including the 

Committee’s, Debtors’ and DIP Lenders’ counsel legal fees and costs.   

19. The complexity, expense, and likely duration of the litigation would spill over 

into mid-June with an expense of $150,000 per month (or more) as depositions, motion practice, 

and litigation ensnared all parties.  There is no money judgment to be obtained against the Ad 

Hoc Group from the continued procedural litigation on the Plan and Disclosure Statement.  Other 

factors relevant to a full and fair assessment of the wisdom of the proposed compromise include 

the need to obtain a quick approval of the plan, the need to clearly define the rights of parties 

without appeal, the need to devote estate time and resources to non-litigation avenues, and the 

waning support of the DIP Lenders.   
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20. Additionally, the rewards of continuing litigation are very small.  The Estates win 

no money or assets by defeating the Ad Hoc Group’s motions.  Additional litigation will be 

needed to recover assets, and that is contemplated, by this compromise.  As a result, the 

compromise set out in this Motion is in the best interests of the Debtors and the Debtors’ estates. 

21. The adjudication of $50,000 as value of the name (“Apache”) is only made as an 

accommodation to buy peace, and is expressly not a valuation of the actual worth of the name.  

The amount paid in compromise is paid solely to avoid a much greater expense to the estate and 

the concomitant delay.  The Debtors acknowledge no liability to the other settling parties.   

22. Mr. Cox and Mr. Mulliniks are not being released.  The only releases granted by 

the Debtors are of counsel for the Ad Hoc Group.  Those releases are justified because the 

Debtors are not clients of those lawyers and thus would have limited claims against the counsel.  

At this time the Debtors do not believe that pursuit of claims against lawyers for the Ad Hoc 

Group could generate a positive recovery.   

23. Finally, the Debtors believe (and are confirming) that, absent insurance proceeds, 

there is a low likelihood of significant non-exempt assets of Cox and Mulliniks being made 

available for creditors to satisfy a multi-million dollar judgment.  Thus, the limitation of 

collection to available insurance policies and setoff rights against their claims are reasonable 

restrictions on future litigation that do not unduly prejudice the creditors of the Estates.  If 

significant assets are found during the investigation period, the Debtors may abandon the 

compromise according to its terms.   

NOTICE 

24. The Debtors will provide notice of this Motion to all parties on the Debtors’ 

Master Service List.  The Debtors submit that no further notice of this Motion is required. 
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WHEREFORE, the Debtors respectfully request that the Court enter an order, 

(a) approving the Mediated Settlement Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby, (b) 

ordering the release of $50,000 escrowed for the value of the Apache name as half payment to 

Mr. Cox and Mulliniks, (c) authorizing the Debtors to pay Mr. Mulliniks and Mr. Cox the other 

half of $50,000.00 (as set forth in the Mediated Settlement Agreement) including the additional 

borrowing under the DIP Loan; (c) approving the limited execution of debts against Mr. Cox and 

Mr. Mulliniks, and authorizing the released granted to the Debtors, DIP Lenders, Committee and 

others set forth in this Motion, and (d) granting such further relief as may be just and necessary 

under the circumstances. 

 Respectfully submitted this 7th day of March, 2016. 

MCKOOL SMITH, P.C. 

 

By:  /s/ Benjamin W. Hugon    
Hugh M. Ray, III 
State Bar No. 24004246 
Christopher D. Johnson 
State Bar No. 24012913 
Benjamin W. Hugon 
State Bar No. 24078702 
600 Travis, Suite 7000 
Houston, Texas 77002 
Tel: 713-485-7300 
Fax: 713-485-7344 
 

Counsel for the Debtors-in-Possession 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

The undersigned certifies that on March 7, 2016, a true and correct copy of this document 
was served via the ECF system to the parties on the ECF service list, including the United States 
Trustee, and the pleading is being delivered to the Noticing Agent for service upon the parties on 
the Master Service List. 
 

  /s/ Benjamin W. Hugon     
 Benjamin W. Hugon 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

VICTORIA DIVISION 
 
In re:   §  Chapter 11 
  § 
HII TECHNOLOGIES, INC., et al.1 §  15-60070 (DRJ) 
 Debtors §  (Jointly Administered) 
 

ORDER GRANTING THE DEBTORS’ MOTION TO APPROVE COMPROMISE  
(Refers to Docket No. ____) 

 
 The Debtors’ Motion to Approve Compromise (Dkt. No. ____) is GRANTED. 

 The Debtors are authorized to enter into the Mediated Settlement Agreement (Dkt. No. 
____).  The Debtors are authorized to disburse funds as set forth in the Mediated Settlement 
Agreement, and take any other actions as needed to consummate the Mediated Settlement 
Agreement. 

SIGNED:  ___________________, 2016. 
 
 
 

__________________________________________ 
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE 

 

                                                            
1  The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, along with the last four digits of each Debtor’s tax identification number, 

are: (i) Apache Energy Services, LLC (4404); (ii) Aqua Handling of Texas, LLC (4480); (iii) HII Technologies, 
Inc. (3686); (iv) Sage Power Solutions, Inc. fka KMHVC, Inc. (1210); and (v) Hamilton Investment Group, Inc. 
(0150). 
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